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1 Untreated silicone with colored water (droplet formation).

2 VUV modified silicone with colored water
(liquid film formation).

3 Sloping surface: Slipping of the VUV treated
ring (left); sticking of the untreated ring
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RADIATION-INDUCED
MODIFICATION OF SILICONE
ELASTOMERS

(right).
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| High friction values
| Poor cleanability
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| Attraction of dust
| Unpleasant haptic properties
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These modified surfaces are smoother and

of several micrometers. This comparab-

harder and consequently have new charac-
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Modification for medical and food

| Customized process development
| Pre-production runs
| Adaptation of existing processes
| Analysis of processes
| Quality assurance concepts
| Testing of layers/coatings

Pretreatment prior to bonding

applications
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Friction minimization
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4 + 5 Silicone prosthesis half modified with

The organosilicon layer makes the silicone

meaning that clothing is easier to put on
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